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GUIDED PATHWAYS ESSENTIAL PRACTICES: SCALE OF ADOPTION SELF-ASSESSMENT 

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES’ ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS IN THE IMPLEMENTING OF GUIDED PATHWAYS 

Revised February 2019, November 2019 

Institution Name:         Date:  

This tool is designed to help your college assess how far along you are toward adopting essential guided pathways practices at scale. The first part of the Scale 

G> <GHLAGF KK=KKE=FL ѥ1- Ѧ AF;DM<=K =KK=FLA9D HJ9;LA;=K =P9EAF=< AF !!0!яK :GGCф Redesigning America's Community Colleges: A Clearer Path to Student 
Success by Thomas Bailey, Shanna Smith Jaggars, and Davis Jenkins (Harvard University Press, 2015).  This document is for planning purposes only, as the 
official SOAA will be completed in the Chancellor’s Office NOVA system by your project leads. 

We suggest that you convene faculty, staff, and administrators from across areas of your college to discuss the extent to which each essential practice listed in 

the first column is currently implemented at your college as of fall/winter 2021. In column two
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Equity Considerations 

A fundamental goal of guided pathways is to increase the rate at which underrepresented students earn college credentials, particularly degrees and 

credentials in fields of high economic value, while also closing gaps for low-income students, students of color, returning adults, students with disabilities, and 
other groups with inequitable outcomes. As colleges seek to strengthen supports for all students to explore options for careers and college and choose and 
complete a program of study suited to their interests and aspirations, we encourage colleges to critically examine each practice to think about how the college 
is serving students who have been historically underrepresented and/or underserved in higher education.  

'F >9DD лйкс L@= 1- O9K MH<9L=< LG AF;DM<= ѐ#IMALQ !GFKA<=J9LAGFKё AF =9;@ HJ9;LA;= 9J=9 KG L@9L QGMJ H9L@O9QK L=9E ;9F <AKcuss and articulate connections 

:=LO==F L@= ;GDD=?=яK H9L@O9QK J=>GJEK 9F< =IMALQ ?G9DKу 7GMJ L=9E <G=K FGL F==< LG 9FKO=J 9DD G> Lhese questions as part of the SOAA process and they are 

FGL AFL=F<=< LG := MK=< 9K ѐ9KK=KKE=FLKуё DKGф <GFяL := ;GF;=JF=< A> QGMJ ;GDD=?= @9K @9< EAFAE9D <AK;MKKAGF 9F<ѫGJ =>>GJLK related to any given question. 
We hope the questions help initiate or advance conversations about whether and how institutional practices are having differential impact on historically 

underserved groups and how your college can leverage your pathways work to close equity gaps by identifying and addressing causes of inequity, removing 

systemic barriers, and focusing design decisions and resource allocation in ways that more effectively address needs of underserved groups. In doing so, you 
E9Q O9FL LG AF;DM<= <=L9ADK 9:GML @GO L@= ;GDD=?= AK 9<<J=KKAF? L@=K= ;GF;=JFK AF L@= ѐHJG?J=KK LG <9L=ё 9F<ѫGJ ѐF=PL KL=HKѫLAE=DAF=ё ;GDMEFу  

As your team completes the SOAA, please refer to the equity consideration questions to facilitate conversations about connectAGFK :=LO==F L@= ;GDD=?=яK
pathways and equity efforts. Please submit the certified SOAA within the NOVA system by March 1 2021. For more information about the SOAA, please 

email guidedpathwaysinfo@cccco.edu.  

For assistance in obtaining access to the NOVA system, please email nova-support@productops.com.   

mailto:guidedpathwaysinfo@cccco.edu
mailto:nova-support@productops.com
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Guided Pathways Essential Practices 
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1. d.  Support Needed?   Type of Support - place an X next to one or 

more: 

Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data 

Other 

 

Challenge or barrier:  (1,000 character) 

A temporary lead person needs to be hired 
for the inputting phase of this project, and 

the College is already behind 
schedule.  Faculty meta-major co-leads will 

need to be available for  clarification on 
maps as they are inputted, so completing 
the task before summer break is 

vital.  Once in place, maintaining the 

system may pose a challenge.   
 

 

 

Support Needed ǻ Detail:  (1,000 character) 

0=;GEE=F<9LAGFK >JGE !@9F;=DDGJяK
office on best practices for maintaining 

program mapping information.   
 

 

e. Required math courses are 

9HHJGHJA9L=DQ 9DA?F=< OAL@ L@= KLM<=FLяK
field of study (Note: This essential 

practice was moved from Area 2) 
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Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other 

to help create the buy-in needed from all 

College employees and student leaders.   
 

come in undecided and end up 

graduating as liberal arts majors because 

that program is the most flexible as far as 
fitting any given group of courses taken 
into a degree.  The problem is that liberal 
arts and other exploratory options have 

no designated program faculty, and so 
students miss out on important 

networking and planning 

opportunities.  The question is:  even 

with the system in place, will there be 

buy-in from counselors and students to 

produce a shift in program choice.   
 

b. Special supports are provided to help 
academically underprepared students 

LG KM;;==< AF L@= ѐ?9L=O9Qё ;GMJK=K >GJ

L@= ;GDD=?=яK major program areas.  
Place an X next to one:      

   Not occurring 

   Not systematic 

   Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

   At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 
Academic support, through the Panther 
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to succeed in the program-relevant 
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mathematics documents (MathType for 

example) and for communicating 

mathematics with students in the online 
environment.  
 
Tutorial services were stretched thin 

during Fall 2019 and although demand 
dropped off somewhat when classes had 

to move online, sufficient tutorial services 

will continue to be a struggle as we move 

back to face-to-face learning. Funding for 

tutorial services has been largely fueled by 

grants, but a sustainable form of funding is 
required.  
Support for data collection and analysis is 

needed in order to continue to measure 
the improvements in both enrollments and 

success. A particular challenge is 

longitudinal data collection for those 

KLM<=FLK O@G 9J=FяL KM;;=KK>MD AF L@=AJ >AJKL

attempt. 
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embedded tutors or supplemental 

instruction through the Panther Lab to 

support students in either course.  
 

Term, if at scale or scaling:
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Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other
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Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other 

On-
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GUIDED PATHWAYS ESSENTIAL PRACTICES Scale of Adoption  

at Our College 

Progress to Date Implementing Practice 
(If Scaling in Progress or At Scale, please 

indicate which term (e.g., fall 2015) the college 

first reached this point) 

Next Steps Toward Implementing 

Practice at Scale & Timeline 
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improve their academic ranking in their field of 

choice.  Applicants are encouraged to contact 

the nursing and allied health academic 

counselors and/or the dean for consultations 

and to attend online information sessions on 

academic programs offered at Hartne
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Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other 

 

e. The college schedules courses to ensure 
students can take the courses they need 

when they need them, can plan their 
lives around school from one term to 

the next, and can complete their 

programs in as short a time as possible. 

 

Place an X next to one:      

   Not occurring 

X Not systematic 

   Planning to scale 

   Scaling in progress 

   At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

Schedule-building process is based on a 

review of student demand from previous 
terms.  

 

The district schedules courses that are 

needed for program completion, even in 
instances where required courses have low 
demand, for example 4th-semester 

capstones.   
 

Term, if at scale or scaling: 

 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 
Deans to develop 4-term course rotation 

in collaboration with faculty.   Deans to 
follow the rotation in schedule-building 

for FA 22 and beyond. 

 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

18 months 

3. e.  Support Needed?   Type of Support 
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Guided Pathways Essential Practices 
Scale of Adoption  

at Our College 
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Program content is based in part on 

Effective Practices for Educational Program 

Development, ASCCC paper, adopted Spring 
2018.  

The Curriculum Committee advises that as 
courses and programs are developed and 

reviewed,  objectives should include higher 
order thinking skills appropriate to the level 

of the course. Transfer level courses should 
have mostly higher order thinking skill verbs 

in describing objectives. 

The Outcomes and Assessment committee 

created a sub-committee with 
representation from  curriculum, 
counseling, and O & A to review all GE 

courses and to crosswalk them with Core 

Competency (ISLO) Categories.  The 
!GDD=?=ǰK !GJ= !GEH=L=F;A=K ȂL@=J= 9J= KAPȃ

identify the sets of knowledge, skills, and 

abilities that a student will have when 

completing their degree. These six 
competencies are also the GE outcomes. 
Since certain courses can align with more 

than one core competency an analysis was 

done by the sub-committee to ensure that 
there was  

Term, if at scale or scaling: 

 

Representation from the Guided 

Pathways Teams to arrange a meeting 

with the O&A Committee, to request 
how outcomes in all areas can be 
aligned with these efforts. In addition, a 
review of maps should be conducted to 

ensure that the GE courses identified in 
the maps for any given program 

includes representation for all six Core 

Competencies. 

 
 

Timeline for implementing next steps: 
3 years 

4. b.  Support Needed?   Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other 

Support Needed ǻ Detail:  (1,000 character) 

Sharing experience and best practices with 

other districts who are at this stage or have 

recently completed their planning to 
scale.  
 

Challenge or barrier:  (1,000 character) 

Gathering consistent faculty input in 

evaluating programs within each meta-

major.  
 

 

https://asccc.org/sites/default/files/Effective%20Practices%20Paper%203.12.18.pdf
https://asccc.org/sites/default/files/Effective%20Practices%20Paper%203.12.18.pdf
https://asccc.org/sites/default/files/Effective%20Practices%20Paper%203.12.18.pdf
https://asccc.org/sites/default/files/Effective%20Practices%20Paper%203.12.18.pdf
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c. Students have ample opportunity to 
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level data is aggregated for the fourth year 

review and analysis. 

 
 
Term, if at scale or scaling: 
 

outcomes can be examined using a lens of 

Guided Pathways. A request for technical 

assistance may be made to the ASCCC 
Task Force for Guided Pathways. 
  
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Request to ASCCC - Spring 2021 
Next comprehensive program outcome 

review - 2023 - 2024 academic year. 

 

4. d.  Support Needed?   Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other 

 

Support Needed ǻ Detail:  (1,000 character) 
 

 

Challenge or barrier:  (1,000 character) 
 

 

e. Results of learning outcomes 

assessments are used to improve 

teaching and learning through program 

review, professional development, and 
other intentional campus efforts. 

Place an X next to one:      

   Not occurring 

   Not systematic 

   Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

   At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

Faculty conduct assessment using a 7-
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In addition, the Outcomes and 

Assessment Committee is looking into the 

addition of data elements for the eLumen 
data load that will allow for the 
disaggregation of data to identify  
 

Term, if at scale or scaling: 
2020 

2021-2024 

4. e.  Support Needed?   Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance                    Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training                 On campus /individual training 

Technology                            Reporting/data  

Other 

Support Needed ǻ Detail:  (1,000 character) 

Personnel support 
Challenge or barrier:  (1,000 character) 

 A part-time support position was recently 

eliminated the reason given that funding 

was in question. This position was one of 

three individuals who worked together to 
lead assessment efforts on campus. The 
efforts and progress that has been made 

with this team resulted in the college 

receiving a Commendation on their site 

visit regarding assessment practices. It is 
hoped that the position will be brought 

back now that it has been determined that 

pending budget cuts will not be necessary. 
 

 

f. The college helps students document 

their learning for employers and 

universities through portfolios and other 

means beyond transcripts. Place an X next to one:      

X Not occurring 

   Not systematic 

   Planning to scale 

   Scaling in progress
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In what ways are you continually 
engaging students in the 

planning and implementation of 
Guided Pathways on your 
campus? (Minimum of one 

required) 

Place an X next to one or more: 

X   Student survey(s)  

Students serve on campus GP advisory committee(s) 

Student focus groups 

 Other:     

Engagement Efforts  - Details: (1,000 character) 

June 2018 through March 2020, students were involved in the guided pathways process.  We regularly 

updated the Associated Students of Hartnell College at their meetings; we partnered with them to hold 

a poster and feedback session on designs for the entire College; and we recruited a diverse population 

of student team members and student Steering Committee members to help collaborate and to 
provide their important insight throughout the inquiry and design processes.  Additionally, some of the 
teams--which were all made up of students, staff, administrators, faculty, and part-time facultyћ

conducted student surveys and student focus groups to reach out to a wider population. 

 

During the 2020-21 academic year, the College is focusing on implementation and integrating GP into 

the current College systems as much as possible.  Due to Covid-ктф KLM<=FLK @9N=FяL :==F AFNGDN=< L@AK
academic year except for surveys; however, implementation is keeping true to the original designs that 
students helped to create.  

 

 
 

COURSE ALIGNMENT  How is the college exploring alignment of course offerings with student education plans? (To help answer 
this question, consider the college's answers to the following self-assessment questions 1.D., 2.A., 3.B., 

and 3.E.) 

Course Alignment  - Details: (1,000 character) 

Faculty meta-major co-leads (one instructional faculty lead and one counseling faculty lead per meta-

major) have facilitated College-wide program mapping of all degrees and certificates, beginning at Fall 
Convocation Flex Day. The great majority of programs have been able to produce a two-year full-time 
student map along with a part-time map.  Deans have supervised the meta-major co-leads to ensure 

that maps are realistic in terms of College scheduling.     

 

 
 

Additional OPTIONAL questions: 
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Success Story 


